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Abstract
Social media allow political parties to conduct political behavioral targeting in order to address and persuade specific groups of users and potential voters. This has been criticized: Most social media users do not know about these microtargeting strategies, and the majority of people who are aware of targeted political advertising say that it is not acceptable. This intrusion on personal privacy is viewed as problematic by users and activists alike. The overarching goal of this article is to elaborate on social media users’ privacy perceptions and potential regulating behaviors in the face of political microtargeting. This work is theoretical in nature. We first review theoretical and empirical research in the field of political microtargeting and online privacy. We then analyze how privacy is experienced by social media users during political microtargeting. Building on our theoretical analysis, we finally suggest clear‐cut propositions for how political microtargeting can be researched while considering users’ privacy needs on the one hand and relevant political outcomes on the other.
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1. Introduction
Political microtargeting can be regarded as a pivotal tool amongst the different campaign instruments that exist. Oftentimes, microtargeting takes place on social media (Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2017). Consequently, the vast majority of users report having encountered political ads on social media (Media Authority of North Rhine-Westphalia [MANRW], 2019). However, despite its importance, political microtargeting was not extensively discussed until 2015, when a former digital analyst at Cambridge Analytica leaked the company’s illegitimate practices of extracting, using, and combining user data for targeting purposes. Then, microtargeting became a standard campaign practice—especially in the US—despite being debated controversially (e.g., Donald Trump’s team invested 44 million dollars, and Hillary Clinton’s team 28 million dollars in digital advertising during the 2016 presidential campaign; Frier, 2018). Digital political advertising and microtargeting can be observed in Europe as well: During the German federal election campaign in 2017 and the European election campaign in 2019, German political parties invested in digital advertising on Facebook and Google. In 2017, the Left (Die Linken) invested 450,000 euros, the Greens (Die Grünen) two million euros, and the Free Democratic Party (FDP) 500,000 euros (Scherfig, 2017). In 2019, German parties invested up to 558,001 euros in digital advertising, e.g., the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) spent 296,001 euros on Facebook ads and 261,200 euros...
on digital advertising on Google (Hegelich & Medina Serrano, 2019). An analysis of microtargeting strategies showed that the Greens reached more women than men and that the Social Democratic Party (SPD) and FDP tended to reach people aged 25 to 44, indicating that the parties employed demographic targeting strategies (Hegelich & Medina Serrano, 2019). Hence, although political parties in the US invest more resources in terms of time and money in political microtargeting than political parties in Germany, and despite the fact that (a) the European Union’s restrictive General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulates data collection, storage, and usage in Germany (Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2018); and (b) an even more far-reaching code of conduct was recently co-developed by the digital industry and the European Commission (2019), political microtargeting is a hot topic in Germany that has evolved in parallel with technological developments in this field.

In fact, a large majority of the public is concerned: 62% of US citizens say that political targeting is not acceptable (Smith, 2018), while 89% of Germans demand more transparent labeling and regulation of political ads (MANRW, 2019), demonstrating the relevance of analyzing and clarifying targeting processes and their implications for users. In addition, voters view the violation of their privacy as problematic and are afraid of losing control over their personal data (MANRW, 2019), which can be a serious problem from a psychological perspective (see Section 5).

The goal of our work is to theoretically examine the relations between microtargeting and online privacy in the context of elections and social media affordances. We aim to contribute to current research on political microtargeting by providing an in-depth understanding of what social media users need and expect in terms of their individual online privacy. We elaborate on how online privacy behavior might evolve over time—from the initial assessment of one’s goals when using social media, to exposure to political targeting, subsequent privacy considerations and behaviors—by analyzing previous research in the field of online privacy and political behavioral targeting and drawing upon the social media privacy model (Trepte, 2020; cf. Figure 1).

2. Political Targeting: The Relevance of a Psychological Perspective

Political microtargeting is a specific kind of campaign tool. As part of microtargeting, behavioral (e.g., website visits), sociodemographic (e.g., gender, age), network (e.g., communication partners), and meta data (e.g., time and place of a message) are collected, analyzed, and processed (Dobber et al., 2019; Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2017). This data is used to identify groups of similar users (Queck, 2018). These groups are then exposed to messages tailored to their assumed needs and preferences (Beer et al., 2019; Bol et al., 2020). This kind of collected behavioral data is often enriched and aggregated with psychometric data, making it possible to match adverts to users’ personality, which can further increase persuasiveness and influence actual behavior (e.g., 50% more purchases of a product after matching the appearance of a product ad to users’ personality; see Matz et al., 2017). Psychometric measures are either extracted from paralinguistic traits or provided by the users themselves. For example, users may actively fill out personality tests on Facebook (e.g., myPersonality App), with which companies connect different kinds and sources of data (see also Kosinski et al., 2013). Hence, behavioral political targeting is oftentimes combined with psychological targeting. In this article, we refer to both kinds of targeting as (political) microtargeting.

Microtargeting is deployed at the back-end by political parties who strive to inform, steer, and persuade potential voters. However, this is not noticeable to users at the front-end. Oftentimes, targeted information is perceived as conventional social media information or even as independent news. Only one third of social media users are aware that political targeting takes place (Dobber et al., 2018). However, even if users are aware of the practice of political targeting, they are not able to completely shield their posts and profiles from psychological or behavioral profiling. Thus, they may have to deal with the potentially uncomfortable sentiment of being objectified and assigned to a certain cluster.

By identifying target groups, it becomes possible to address users’ concrete political attitudes, needs, and fears (Queck, 2018). For political parties, the advantages of microtargeting lie in the higher probability of addressing voters’ specific expectations, in resource efficiency, and in staying competitive with other parties (König, 2020; Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2018). This approach was particularly evident during Barack Obama’s 2008 election campaign, when the campaign team analyzed data sets from around 150 million people and divided them into interest groups that could be specifically targeted through various channels—such as email, social media advertisements, and home visits—although this example received little public attention at the time (Aaker & Chang, 2009). Then, after Donald Trump became US president in 2017, it was revealed that the British political consulting company Cambridge Analytica used Facebook users’ data to create psychometric personality profiles for over 50 million individuals that were used for microtargeting purposes during Trump’s campaign (Beuth & Horchert, 2018). In spring 2018, whistleblower and former Cambridge Analytica employee Christopher Wylie leaked background information on how Cambridge Analytica had set up an extensive system of websites and blogs to target voters with precisely tailored information (Baetz & Zilm, 2018).

Academics, lawyers, activists, and journalists (Bennett & Lyon, 2019; Potthast, 2019; Rebiger, 2018; Reis, 2019) have criticized political microtargeting as intrusive and manipulative, because targeted users are often unaware of their exposure to this campaign.
strategy. Despite restrictions regarding the processing of personal data in the EU (e.g., due to the GDPR), Twitter’s official prohibition on political microtargeting (Fanta, 2018), and contextual limitations such as budget or party structures (Kruschinski & Haller, 2017), users provide a great deal of data on social media that can be used to target them despite these legal and contextual restrictions (Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2017). Subsequently, social network sites such as Facebook still present adverts and content to their users based on their likes, interests, and provided information, which is sometimes related to political topics (Facebook Help Center, 2021). At the same time, politicians increasingly use social media to directly address potential voters (Hegelich & Shahrezaye, 2015). Dobber et al. (2019, p. 7) summarize: “In sum, Europe’s privacy laws do not categorically prohibit microtargeting. Still, Europe’s privacy laws make microtargeting more difficult than in, for instance, the US.”

While users’ concerns are evident, the effects of political targeting are ambiguous. Research on the direct effect of political targeting on “outcome” variables such as voting behavior is scarce, and studies reveal a heterogeneous picture.

We suggest three main reasons for why it is difficult to find a linear relationship between exposure to political microtargeting and political participation outcomes. First, it is questionable whether the actions that facilitate microtargeting (e.g., tracking, tracing, or buying user data) provide information that is not already available through traditional sources like voter rolls and past voting behavior (Hersh, 2015). Second, potential effects of microtargeting on political outcomes can only be measured clearly if microtargeting presents unique information the user is not also exposed to through other channels. For example, if a social media user is targeted via both canvassing and microtargeting, the differential effect of microtargeting on political outcomes can only be measured if different information is conveyed through these two kinds of campaigning. Third, targeting is oftentimes applied coarsely. For example, German parties usually target based on broad categories such as gender and region (Hegelich & Medina Serrano, 2019). Such categories might not have strong effects on political participation.

The belief that targeting might have no direct effect on voters’ decisions may be a source of relief—but should it be? We doubt this. Instead, we pose the overarching question of what exactly the “outcome” of targeting practices is. Therefore, it is important to significantly broaden our understanding of this “outcome.” We seek to consider not only the narrow behavioral outcome, but also the question of whether and how political microtargeting affects social media users’ and therefore voters’ subjective self-perception of informational self-determination as well as perceived privacy and privacy concerns. Users’ privacy perceptions may in turn affect their voting behavior. In other words, a lacking linear relationship between exposure to political microtargeting and political behavior could stem from a missing link to privacy mechanisms. Since identifying the psychological processes underlying how microtargeting is perceived with regard to privacy would require comprehensive theoretical and empirical investigations that go beyond the scope of a single journal article, we decided to begin working on this task theoretically. While previous theoretical work has analyzed political microtargeting and its potential consequences from a normative and communication science perspective (Haller & Kruschinski, 2020; König, 2020), a psychological perspective is still missing.

3. Users’ Assessment of Privacy and Political Microtargeting

The concept of online privacy has been researched and defined in many distinct disciplines, such as communication science, psychology and sociology, applying descriptive, empirical, and normative perspectives (Masur, 2019; Schäwel, 2019; Sevignani, 2016; Trepte & Reinecke, 2011). Originally, privacy was normatively defined as the human “right to be let alone” (Warren & Brandeis, 1890, p. 193). The level of access an individual feels comfortable with and individual communication goals are crucial for privacy decisions (Dienlin, 2014; Trepte, 2020): In an “initial assessment” (cf. Figure 1, first row), users evaluate their individual level of access (e.g., high access through the disclosure of personal information like gender or political attitudes) and consider it in light of their individual communication goals (e.g., letting others know their personal information). The level of access to the self represents a pivotal component of personal privacy. Westin (1967, p. 7) defined privacy as “the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others.” Social media privacy is always defined in reference to certain others (e.g., institutions, people, or entities; Trepte, 2020). When writing a post to share on Twitter or Facebook, different people might assess the situation in different ways. One person might evaluate their privacy with regard to the service provider, while another person might consider not the provider but rather their followers. Hence, the service provider is an object of privacy assessments for the first person, but not the second. This level of access determines the decision an individual will make in a particular privacy-relevant situation. It is inter-individually different, has some intra-individual stability, and is context-dependent.

4. Social Media Boundary Conditions: Content and Affordances

Privacy regulation behavior is influenced by the social media context and its “boundary conditions” (cf. Figure 1, second row). Social networking sites such as Twitter or Facebook constitute important sources of political information. Social media as a context must therefore be
understood comprehensively in order to understand privacy, and in turn, the relevance of the mechanisms of control, trust, and communication (Nissenbaum, 2010). Hence, we will consider social media affordances that shape users’ individual perceptions of privacy, control, trust, and communication options. The term affordance (Gibson, 2014) captures the idea that the environmental properties of an entity are perceived and experienced differently by different people. Here, the environmental properties would be social media affordances such as persistence, and the entity would be the social media site itself. While using social media, certain properties are actively used and emphasized, while others are overlooked (Trepte, 2015). Due to the importance of social media affordances for users’ perceptions of online privacy, we will consider them in our theoretical investigation of the privacy-relevant context of political microtargeting.

We concentrate on the four affordances addressed in the social media privacy model (Trepte, 2020): anonymity, editability, association, and persistence (Evans et al., 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012). Other affordances discussed in the literature are visibility, navigability, interactivity (Evans et al., 2017), and paralinguistic affordances (Hayes et al., 2016).

In the social media context, “anonymity” means that other users, institutions, and companies do not know the source of a message (Evans et al., 2017), which can increase senders’ perception of privacy. However, using social media anonymously is rare, because anonymity reduces contacts and social support, which are the main benefits of using social media (Rainie et al., 2013). Additionally, users leave data traces while searching the internet even when they appear anonymous to their online contacts. Companies specialized in collecting and aggregating data traces can create profiles that make it possible to identify the person and connect this data to their online personas. Therefore, anonymity with respect to companies and institutions is not guaranteed on social media (Trepte, 2020). Parties can use these data traces to optimize algorithms for microtargeting, for instance, by linking geospatial data with user interests (Dobber et al., 2019) or expressions of political views and opinions (e.g., through likes), which in turn allows them to better match the advertisements presented to users (Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2018). Furthermore, by joining a social media site and by accepting its terms and conditions, users (have to) consent to the further processing and use of their data for commercial or other purposes (Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2018) and thus implicitly—and often unawaresly—also consent to political microtargeting. If users encounter tailored political advertisements and recognize that these are based on their private information, they might feel that their anonymity, and thus an essential part of their privacy, has been threatened. The question is, how would this impression affect the perception of potential privacy regulation mechanisms (see also Section 5)? Since political parties can acquire metadata that allows for targeted and personalized political advertisements from data broker companies; control cannot be used as a possible privacy mechanism without abandoning the use of the internet or a certain app (Dobber et al., 2018; Papakyriakopoulos et al., 2018). Legal norms, in turn, do not yet have a firm grip on targeting practices that are seen critically and even as illegitimate by activists and scientists. Therefore, legal norms offer only limited protection, meaning that the only available privacy mechanism is trust that one’s data will be used responsibly. More interested and active voters might also consider communication with political parties as a privacy mechanism; however, there are no firm research results on whether social media users take advantage of this deliberative option. The mechanisms of control, trust, norms, and communication will be explained in more detail in Section 5.

“Editability” gives users the opportunity to adjust with whom they communicate in which manner (Treem & Leonardi, 2012) by modifying their posts or applying specific privacy settings (e.g., blocking people or designating the audience for specific posts). Users can also manage their self-presentation via social media functionalities that afford editability (e.g., editing a photo) and in this way regulate their privacy. For instance, a user might blur a photo or crop a picture in which she participates in a (political) demonstration to only show certain details. Messages or one’s profile name can also be edited by means of functionalities that afford editability. Editing one’s profile name can also be related to the anonymity affordance, such as when changing one’s real name into a fake name.

A central affordance of social media is the “association” between different interaction partners (Ellison & boyd, 2013; Treem & Leonardi, 2012), which seldom allows a person to maintain control over the subjective regulation of privacy and therefore might reduce perceived privacy. The prevalence of the association affordance can influence users’ number of contacts, quantity of interactions, network structures, the visibility of visited events and locations, group memberships, or pictures on Facebook. Fox and McEwan (2017) showed that associations between social media users negatively affect their sense of control. To counteract this, users can rely on alternative privacy mechanisms such as trust (see Section 5). Studies demonstrate that users with stronger associations trust their social media friends and acquaintances more (Hofstra et al., 2016). However, trust in Twitter and Facebook is comparatively low when it comes to political issues (Paus & Börsch-Supan, 2019). If a discrepancy between high trust in people and low trust in platforms or the source of a political advertisement is detected, the privacy mechanism of social and legal norms gains relevance. Users recall that social media platforms must adhere to social and legal norms ensuring that their personal data is used only in an acceptable, non-invasive way that follows data protection laws.
“Persistence” refers to the permanency and replicability of online statements and content (boyd, 2014). Data remains available over unknown periods of time and can be accessed by different and unexpected users, e.g., (future) employers (Evans et al., 2017; Treem & Leonardi, 2012) or political parties—although the GDPR requires “storage limitation” by stipulating that “personal data may not be retained for unreasonably long periods” (GDPR, 2018). Users do in fact see the lack of control over their personal information that results from the persistence of online information as a problem for their privacy (Teutsch et al., 2018).

According to the social media privacy model, the outlined affordances (i.e., social media boundary conditions) interact with users’ ideal level of access to provide to their personal information and their communication goals (i.e., initial assessment), which in turn shape users’ expectations about how they can react to potential privacy harms by using prevalent privacy mechanisms to regulate their privacy (cf. Figure 1, first to third row).

5. Available Privacy Mechanisms and the Experience of Privacy in the Context of Targeting

Control has long been and still is an essential part of the definition and understanding of privacy (Altman, 1974; Burgoon, 1982; Petronio, 2002). The basic assumption is that the amount of perceived privacy and corresponding informational self-determination depends on the control people perceive to have over their private information. Thus, more control equals more privacy. However, this linear relationship has not been supported by research so far (see Trepte, 2020). A decreasing amount of control does not necessarily mean having no or limited privacy. If a social media user trusts a provider like Twitter or a political party to handle their personal data responsibly, they rely on trust as a privacy mechanism, resulting in a perception of individual privacy. Changes in the person’s privacy perceptions of Twitter’s or the political party’s trustworthiness will influence their privacy regulatory behavior. Hence, users are not restricted to one privacy mechanism, but can consider different mechanisms depending on their current availability and perceived impact. In the following paragraphs, we will describe each of the “available privacy mechanisms” (cf. Figure 1, third row) in detail.

Informational “control” means the ability to hold information back (Crowley, 2017) and the user’s ability to freely choose whether to disclose certain information (e.g., political attitudes) or not (Tavani, 2007). In contrast to other privacy mechanisms such as communication, the individual him- or herself steers control behavior (i.e., “egocentric regulation,” cf. Figure 1). Users can exercise control by anonymizing or editing their posts or profiles (e.g., by providing fake information). We assume that users who feel to be in control also experience more privacy than those who have no access to this mechanism. Users exercising control should therefore feel less susceptible to being targeted with personalized advertisements. However, control is hard to achieve and is only one aspect influencing the perception of privacy (Trepte, 2020). If users feel a lack of control, trust in the communication partner (e.g., a political party) becomes relevant. Trust in an online shop, for instance, is associated with a lower perception of risk regarding the disclosure of personal information (Gurung & Raja, 2016). Accordingly, if users have a strong feeling of trust towards a political party, they might feel a lower need for control in order to protect their privacy against this party’s microtargeting practices. If, on the other hand, the user receives political advertising from a political party they highly mistrust, this could reduce their experience of privacy and increase the relevance of control or alternative privacy mechanisms.

“Interpersonal communication” is understood here as interactions between users, or between users on the one hand and institutions or companies on the other. For example, users might discuss among one another whether or not certain (political) opinions should be shared on Facebook. Furthermore, if the current privacy situation is not satisfactory, e.g., because users’ social contacts might leak private information or no laws to protect privacy exist, users can engage in interpersonal communication with peers, companies or political parties to change the situation. In the case of political targeting, when privacy-invasive practices are recognized or gain public attention, such communication might take the form of problem-oriented interactions with peers or parties. We assume that users who anticipate that they can get in touch with the political party experience more privacy than users without access to such interpersonal communication. On the other hand, users sometimes feel powerless when communicating with companies about data deletion or terms of consent (Teutsch et al., 2018). Thus, interpersonal communication is not always possible or expedient for privacy regulation.

Instead, “trust” as the result of previous successful communication or adherence to norms can serve as a privacy regulatory mechanism. Trust is defined as the expression of balanced communication and the anticipation that normatively correct behavior will be implemented (Green, 2007). Trust and communication influence each other in the sense that a minimal level of trust is needed for communication, and trust can increase as a result of a successful communication (Saeri et al., 2014). Henderson et al. (2016) found that engaging in communication based on collectively established communication norms can predict trust in virtual teams. Common norms in online communities have a direct influence on users’ trust in community members (Blanchard et al., 2011). Furthermore, trust can even reduce privacy concerns (Taddei & Contena, 2013), suggesting that people might be less concerned about a political party or social media site they trust. However, Lankton et al. (2012) demonstrated that trust cannot be a full substitute for control. A study on political microtargeting conducted...
Figure 1. The social media privacy process as experienced by users confronted with political behavioral targeting: From the initial assessment of individual needs to the behaviors and choices ultimately executed to regulate one’s privacy. Source: Trepte (2020).
in the Netherlands found that a political party post that was clearly marked as an advertisement had no effect on trust in this party. Still, users were less willing to share this post that they knew was advertising by a political party (Kruikemeier et al., 2016). The study’s authors conclude that users resist sharing political messages that they know to be personalized political ads (Kruikemeier et al., 2016).

Next, social and legal “norms” play an important role in privacy regulation. If social media users have the feeling that the existing norms in place protect them sufficiently, their experience of privacy should be correspondingly high. Social norms can evolve either as a result of observations, i.e., what do I see others doing (Lewis, 2011), or as a result of assumptions, i.e., what do I believe others are doing regarding their privacy (Spottswood & Hancock, 2017) or protecting others’ privacy (e.g., third parties follow the law in order to protect users’ privacy). While the influence of social norms on social media users’ privacy has already been investigated (Utz & Krämer, 2009), there has been no research into how legal norms and regulations influence privacy behaviors in the context of political microtargeting. The perception and awareness of legal norms may be associated with and affected by current law, which demands “lawfulness, fairness, and transparency,” “purpose limitation,” “data minimization,” “accuracy,” “storage limitation,” “integrity and confidentiality,” and “accountability” when processing personal data (GDPR, 2018). Thus, users may rely on third parties adhering to these principles and consequently following not only the law but also legal norms of transparency and fairness. In such a case, they should experience more privacy. This is also related to the trust mechanism. Users who trust political parties probably trust them to follow these principles as well.

This process of users’ initially assessing (communication) goals, perceiving social media affordances and available privacy mechanisms, and arriving at a subjective experience of privacy and subsequent privacy behavior (which is explained in more detail in Section 6) is visualized in the social media privacy model (Trepte, 2020), which we enriched with concrete examples regarding political targeting.

6. Users’ Privacy Regulation in the Face of Targeting

According to the social media privacy model (Trepte, 2020), the individual perception of privacy can vary depending on available privacy mechanisms and in turn lead to different regulatory behaviors, namely interdependent (deliberation/interpersonal communication) or individual (control/disclosure or withdrawal) regulation. This means, for example, that if the privacy mechanism control is available and the experienced level of privacy is low, no deliberative communication is performed. Instead, control would be exercised as a regulating behavior (e.g., using the Tor internet browser to search for political information; cf. Figure 1, last row). However, when the control mechanism is not available, the availability of alternative mechanisms becomes relevant, which in turn affects users’ perceived privacy and regulatory behaviors. Consequently, either interdependent (e.g., negotiating with third parties or communicating with users) or individual (e.g., limiting personal disclosures) regulatory strategies are enacted (cf. Figure 1, last row). Regulation of behavior should be increasingly implemented the lower the perception of privacy is (e.g., by rejecting specific cookies or services). However, a current survey conducted in Germany revealed that 20% of 1,065 participants did not use any settings to actively protect their privacy (i.e., privacy regulation) during the past year, although 82% expressed concerns about their privacy (Kozyreva et al., 2020).

Still, users might have a limited perception of political targeting because it is designed to not be perceived by users. Hence, privacy behaviors are not a direct reaction to exposure to political targeting, but presumably a reaction to some general (perhaps limited) knowledge of political targeting practices, associated attitudes, and expectations about which privacy mechanisms might successfully combat these kinds of practices. We will now refer to how future research and debates may address this particular circumstance.

7. Discussion

Privacy is a higher-order need and as such oftentimes remains in the background while predominantly serving the fulfillment of other needs, such as participation in democratic processes (Trepte & Masur, 2017). The need for privacy particularly comes into play and causes friction when it is unfulfilled. This is the case when it comes to political targeting. Based on the social media privacy model, we propose considering users’ assessment of access and communication goals; social media boundary conditions, including prevalent affordances; available privacy mechanisms; subjective experiences of privacy; and potential interdependent or egocentric privacy regulation behaviors in the context of microtargeting processes. As such, individual privacy regulation becomes visible and is not modeled simply as disclosure or withdrawal, but also as a form of political action. Accordingly, there are interdependent regulation strategies like interpersonal communication and deliberation, in which the individual communicates conscious decisions about privacy and levels of access.

Our theoretical analysis showed that the effects of political microtargeting are determined by users’ need for privacy and their assessment of the social media context in light of this need. As an analytical result of our theoretical discussion, we present three propositions for future research.

Our first proposition is to further consider the complexity of the social media context, users’ perception of it, and its affordances. It is important to understand what kinds of targeting users are exposed to via which
channels (i.e., context). Then, not only exposure, but also users’ perception of the context and information processing must be measured (i.e., perceptions). Finally, the perceived social media functionalities and boundaries must be evaluated (i.e., affordances). Exposure to political targeting does not necessarily mean that users are aware of it. Indeed, only one-third of users are even aware that targeting takes place (Dobber et al., 2018). Thus, only when we know what users experience can we understand how this affects privacy and informational self-determination, as well as ultimately the dependent outcome variable. This consideration has a crucial impact on methodology, which will be discussed in the third proposition (see also Bol et al., 2020).

Our second proposition is to bring privacy to the fore and to understand users’ privacy perception and evaluation as underlying psychological processes that influence or even mediate the consequences of microtargeting (i.e., the outcome). Our theoretical analysis showed that the level of individual privacy is a core aspect of self-determination and a precondition for valuable online experiences, which in turn affect numerous decisions, actions, and behaviors. This is of interest with regard to the effectiveness and potential intrusiveness of political microtargeting strategies—from both political parties’ as well as researchers’ point of view.

Our third proposition is to conduct research that aligns with the ethical principles formulated for social science. Our theoretical analysis showed that users feel uncomfortable being observed, evaluated, and targeted. Another ethical concern is that most users are not aware that targeting takes place (Dobber et al., 2018). Even if they are aware of it, they cannot influence what data is being seen and used, and when and how this data is reflected back to them in the form of targeted advertising (Matz et al., 2017, 2020; Noecker et al., 2013).

This ethical criticism is closely connected to empirical possibilities and research practices in the field of political behavioral targeting (e.g., tracking or tracing user data). In future research on targeting and privacy, it will be important to rely on observational studies and computational approaches to gather useful data, for which ethical boundaries will pose one of the most serious challenges. One reason why observational measures are needed is because users’ self-reports are often not reliable in the context of political microtargeting: Users have difficulties identifying situations in which they were targeted and how they felt. Therefore, more advanced observational and experimental research designs are needed (Bol et al., 2020). In tracking studies, for instance, participants would install a browser plug-in on their computer or smartphone to log their online behavior and allowing to draw conclusions based on their clicks (which might in turn have been guided by specific ads). However, this method does also not allow for investigating users’ experience of privacy. Thus, even more comprehensive and intelligent measures are required, e.g., combining users’ log data and self-reports to identify the moment and source of targeting and initiate a direct request for a user self-report. The crucial point with such tracking or tracing methods is that they are based on similar mechanisms as microtargeting (i.e., observing users and specifically targeting them based on these observations). Consequently, user-centered research on the effects of political microtargeting presumes certain ethical standards that should also hold in the field of targeting research itself.

8. Conclusion

The goal of this theoretical investigation of privacy and political microtargeting on social media was to derive propositions for analyzing political microtargeting in a way that considers users’ privacy needs, relevant political outcomes, and ethical implications. We conclude by highlighting the importance of: (a) considering the complexity of the social media context and its affordances as well as users’ perceptions of these, (b) positioning privacy as a relevant research topic by understanding how users’ privacy experiences influence and mediate the outcome of microtargeting, and (c) conducting research in accordance with ethical guidelines in order to establish research practices that meet the standards we as scholars set for the social media industry.
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